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Diamond Infinity Cowl 

I used Wendy Serenity Super Chunky wool and a size 

9mm hook (3 skeins – 240m).  This pattern made an 

infinity scarf long enough to double up around the 

neck. 

Update 28/08/2014 – you can find my video on the 

special stitch used here: 

http://makemydaycreative.com/2014/08/21/diamond-

trellis-stitch-video-tutorial/ 

Special stitches: 

Front post treble crochet 2 together: fptrc2tog 

This makes a V-shaped stitch in front of the work with the two arms of the V being worked around 

the posts of sc stitches 2 rows below.  All the V’s worked side by side make a zigzag pattern (one half 

of the diamond pattern). 

Work the first fptrc2tog as follows: 

• Yarn over hook twice, insert hook horizontally (from front to back to front again) behind the 

“post” of the 2
nd

 sc in the initial start row, yarn over hook and draw up a loop (4 loops on 

hook).  *Yarn over hook, draw through 2 loops, repeat from *, 2 loops left on hook (one arm 

of the V made). 

• Yarn over hook twice, skip 3 sc posts, insert hook horizontally behind the next post.  Yarn 

over hook and draw up a loop (5 loops on hook).  *Yarn over hook, draw through 2 loops, 

repeat from *, 3 loops left on hook.  Yarn over hook, draw through all three loops. 

• There will be an “unworked” stitch left in the row below (behind the newly made fptrc2tog 

stitch). 

The remaining fptrc2tog stitches of round 2 are worked the same but with the first arm of the V 

worked around the same post as the last arm of the previous stitch. 

After round 2 the fptrc2tog stitch is worked around the top of the previous fptr2tog stitches rather 

than the sc posts. 

Front post double crochet: fpdc 

Yarn over. Insert the hook horizontally from the front of the work behind the post of the stitch in the 

row below, and back to the front on the other side. Complete the double crochet as usual.  Useful 

video here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EwwCBNQRVvI.  

Pattern: 

Fsc 76 (or multiple of 4).  Join with a sl-st into first st being careful not to twist the chain. (When 

weaving in ends you can use the tail to join the chain sts together for a seamless look). 
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Row 1: Ch2 (counts as one dc), dc in each stitch around, join with a sl-st 

Row 2: Ch1, sc in first 3 sts, fptrc2tog, *sc in next 3 sts, fptrc2tog, repeat from * around, join with a 

sl-st. 

Row 3: Ch2 (counts as 1 dc), dc in each st around, join with a sl-st 

Row 4: Ch 1, sc in 1
st

 st, *fptrc2tog (going around the tops of the previous fptrc2tog sts), sc in next 3 

sts, repeat from * around, join with a sl-st 

Row 5: Ch1, sc in each st around, join with a sl st. 

Row 6: Ch2 (counts as dc), *fpdc, dc, repeat from * around finishing with a fpdc and join with a sl-st 

into the first st. 

Row 7-8: Repeat row 6 working the fpdc’s around the fpdc’s of the row below. 

Row 9: Ch1, sc around, finish with and invisible join.  Fasten off and weave in all ends. 

Now join the yarn to the original starting chain on the other side of the work to make the ribbing 

effect on the other side of the diamonds. 

Row 10 – 14: Repeat rows 5-9. 

Block as desired (I didn’t bother!) 

 


